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■ An ambitious policy of substitution may cause tensions on resources 

and wood industry markets. 

■ A sequestration policy presents a better carbon balance through to 

2020 than a substitution policy. 

■ The implementation of a generalized carbon tax would have a glob-
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Taking forestry issues into account in the fight against climate change: lessons from French 
Forest Sector Modeling1 

 

Within the framework of policies aiming to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, France now relies 
largely on energy substitution. This results in the implementation of projects involving fuelwood or 
heat production from biomass. On the other hand, due to the very partial consideration of in-situ 
sequestration in the international climate policies ensuing from the Kyoto treaty, State action hitherto 
has not relied on measures favouring forest carbon sequestration. Some researchers from the Nancy 
Laboratory of Forest Economics developed the French Forest Sector Model (FFSM), a bio-economic 
model of the French forest-wood sector, used for simulations of climate policies and impact analysis. 
The first results of the FFSM model show that: (i) an ambitious policy of substitution may cause 
tensions on resources and wood industry markets; (2) a sequestration policy presents a better carbon 
balance through to 2020 than a substitution policy; (iii) the implementation of a generalized carbon 
tax would have a globally positive effect on the French forest-wood sector.  

 

According to the simulations of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), there would 
seem to be significant potential for mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions (GGE) on the global level 
in the decades to come. By modifying certain forest management practices, land use, harvesting and 
harvested-wood use, the forest sector could avoid a volume of emissions corresponding to 3% to 14% 
of current global emissions (taking all sources together). This mitigation potential involves two 
physical levers: substitution and sequestration (see box 1).  

Although the environmental impacts of fuelwood policies (accounting greenhouse gas emissions, 
consequences on forest resource development) have already been assessed, however, the economic 
consequences on the sector, in particular, the competitive effects and consequences on producers’ 
profits are largely absent from the scientific literature (Delacote et Lecocq, 2011). It was therefore 
important to assess the consequences of these policies in the sector, both from an environmental and 
economic point of view. Although only fuelwood policies are currently implemented, we want the 
consequences of two alternative policies to be assessed: a policy relying on sequestration in the forest 
and a policy relying on substitution via an inter-sector carbon tax, contrary to current policies.  

To answer both levels of questions, the French forest sector modelling team of the Laboratoire 
d’Economie Forestière de Nancy (LEF) built a regionalized bio- economic model of the French 
fuelwood sector: FFSM for French Forest Sector Model. This model represents the whole French 
forest and wood sector by disaggregating the representation of the resources and the economy on the 
level of each French administrative region (see box 2). 

Environmental and economic consequences of wood-fuel policies  

European Directive 2009/28/EC increased the objective for the incorporation of renewable energy into 
the French energy mix to 23% by 2020. In this context, several programmes have been implemented to 
boost the fuelwood sector. The objectives of these programmes are to structure the sector by handing 
out subsidies for individuals to change their heating systems; by developing collective boiler houses, 

                                                 

1 This paper was originally published as a INRA Science Sociales. The original publication is available at 
http://ageconsearch.umn.edu/bitstream/157441/2/iss12-4_eng.pdf 
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heating networks and supply sectors or by implementing heat and electricity cogeneration projects.  

These programmes have been given a mixed reception within the forestry community. Some 
appreciate the creation of a real energy sector, a potential source of employment and a reduction in the 
French trade deficit in wood products. Others fear competition with the pulp sector (wood-pulp and 
chipboard) competing for the same type of raw-wood products as fuelwood. In a context of uncertainty 
as to the availability of additional wood, others fear potential tensions in forestry resources. To attempt 
to shed light on this debate, we translated the national objectives into additional consumption of 
fuelwood to calibrate the FFSM Model and simulate the impact of three policies: a consumption 
subsidy, a production subsidy and fixed public demand. These policies represent the various types of 
measures implemented by the State.  

The first result concerns the tension level induced by these policies on forestry resources. This level 
depends on the policy considered, but also on the level of theoretical additional availability. At 
national level, some recent studies (see Caurla et al. 2009) estimated that there is a gross additional 
availability of about 40 to 50 million m3 of standing wood in the forests. By taking away those 
resources that are technically difficult to exploit or that can be exploited but at higher prices than the 
current market price, the additional resource of industrial and fuel wood (BIBE) which is the first raw 
material of forest wood-fuel products, would be 12 million m3. The 2011 national forest inventory 
(see Caurla et al. 2009) recently revised this availability downwards, arguing than the uncertainties 
surrounding the supply behaviour of small forest owners had not been taken into account by most of 
the studies. In order to take this uncertainty as to additional availability into account, we considered 
two assumptions: a high availability assumption corresponding to the estimations of the available 
studies, and a low availability assumption based on an absence of supply from small forest owners and 
corresponding to an initial additional availability of 6 million m3 per year in France as a whole.  

In the low resource availability hypothesis, whatever the policy that is applied, the simulation results 
lead to strains on resources (that is to say a reduction in the available resources by 0.4% to 0.85%) by 
2020. On the other hand, in the high availability hypothesis, only the production subsidy policy leads 
to tension on resources by 2020 (the estimated fall is about 0.14). In addition to showing the 
differences between the policies, this result shows how important it is to mobilize all forest owners for 
the production of wood-fuel, small owners included, in order to avoid over- exploitation of resources 
in national and municipal forests or in big private properties.  

In economic terms, the simulation results show that the production subsidy reduces the trade balance 
deficit and avoids competition phenomena with the pulp sector. The consumption subsidy and fixed 
demand, meanwhile, are much less costly for the State but induce increased competition with the pulp 
sector. None of these three policies is optimal both from the point of view of tensions on resources, 
intra-sector competition, the trade deficit and global cost.  

We simulated several options with the FFSM in order to find one which would both reduce the trade 
deficit and preserve the competitiveness of the pulp sector, while reducing the total cost for public 
finances and reducing negative impacts on resources. The results show that upstream incentives (such 
as production subsidies) should be combined with downstream incentives (fixed public demand). 

Comparison of the environmental and economic impacts of a policy of energy substitution and a 
policy of carbon sequestration in the forest  

As the choice of the lever of action in national forest climate strategy is not without its consequences, 
we compared the results of a forest sequestration subsidy and a wood-fuel consumption subsidy, in 
environmental and economic terms.  
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Economically, our results show that in the short term (2020) a subsidy for energy substitution is much 
more costly (about 50 times more) for the State than a sequestration policy. The substitution policy 
that we simulated comes with a significant windfall effect. The fuelwood consumers who would have 
consumed fuelwood anyway, in the absence of such a policy, are therefore subsidized. We also show 
that the substitution policy is more easily acceptable, politically speaking, insofar as it allows an 
increase in consumer and producer surpluses. Conversely, a sequestration policy raises the producer 
surplus but reduces the consumer surplus.  

As far as the environment is concerned, our results show that a sequestration subsidy induces a more 
favourable result on emissions than an energy substitution subsidy (figure 4).  

However, we believe that due to two effects, our results could be different over the long term. From an 
economic point of view, we considered that the GHG emission mitigation costs linked to sequestration 
projects decrease in the short term, as they increase less quickly than carbon storage. This can be 
explained by the fact that there is a large forest resource surplus compared to supply. In this way, 
preserving a tree at time T for carbon sequestration at time t+1+1, has almost no influence on the 
available stock and therefore on the level of supply. However, these costs could rise if a longer time 
horizon were considered. In the long term, with the preserved trees accumulating and available stock 
reducing progressively, the supply function could become more convex and costs to producers should 
increase. Taking the effects of density into account on growth parameters, on mortality as the stand 
becomes more dense and on the upturn in growth when the stand thins, could also modify the results 
in the long term. 

Expected impacts of an inter-sector carbon tax on the fuelwood sector  

We simulated the adoption of an inter-sector carbon tax and assessed its impact on the forest-wood 
sector, taking an initial carbon value of €17 per ton CO2 in 2010, with a €2 rise per ton CO2 each year. 
To do so, we modified the demand function of the FFSM model to include competitiveness between 
wood products and non-wood substitutes. The tax was inserted in the harvesting, processing and 
transport costs.  

Most wood products emit less carbon than their non- wood substitutes during the production and 
transport processes. The simulation results show de facto that at national level, implementation of a 
carbon tax benefits the wood sector, generating a production rise for most wood products. However, it 
is a small rise for most of the products concerned (less than 6% compared to a scenario without tax). 
Moreover, the FFSM model results show that it is not systematically the case at regional level, even 
when wood-product production increases nationally (figure 5 for fuelwood case).  

The tax increases transport costs and induces a relocation of production and modifications in inter- 
regional trade. For instance, regions that were importing initially tend to see their imports go down 
(especially if imports were coming from distant regions) and their production increase. Conversely, 
exporting regions tend to see their production reduced when their exports were destined for remote 
regions.  
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